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Editorial

Love is a multifarious neurobiological marvel which relies on the activity of brain reward system that comprises countless neurotransmitter and hormone. It is the forerunner for several getting utmost of the human being during the ages. Emotional linkage and sensory stimulus to someone are the supreme denouements of love [1]. Therefore, it was speculated that the relevant neural tracks intricate might be communal in the neural paths regulating appetitive, reward, pleasure, as well as additive behaviours. Diverse neural paths, with varied neurotransmitters, regulate the three foremost phases of love (i.e., lust, attraction and attachment) that are accountable for falling in love [2].

The first phase of love is lust characterized by the longing for sexual pleasure [2]. The researchers suggested that sex hormones especially testosterone and estrogen are the vital hormones to initiate love [3]. In the sex drive for male, testosterone and for female, estrogen plays an acute role. The study of Marazziti and Canale reported that during falling in love, men generate lower testosterone and follicle-stimulating hormone levels, but women generate more [4]. These sex hormones persuade short-term physiological as well as behavioural alterations and eradicating ultimate biological variations amid the sexes. Like addicts, lovers, also often go to extremes. This is represented by the aggressive sexual affection owing to the stimulation of testosterone receptors in certain areas of brain typically hypothalamic to convert testosterone into estrogen that exerts a rise in aggressiveness [5,6]. Delville et al. stated that testosterone also excites the genesis of vasopressin by modulating vasopressin receptors in the hypothalamus, linked to aggressiveness [7].

Attraction is the second phase of love, characterized by augmented energy and intensive attention on one or more possible mates [2]. This time period of this phase is amazing, loss of sleep, as well as appetite and fantasizing about the lover are main signs. Monoamines neurotransmitters mainly epinephrine, dopamine and serotonin may be active to endorse attraction. Epinephrine plays an imperative role in the fight-or-flight retort by rising blood flow [8]. Dopamine is often called the pleasure chemical. Marazziti et al. inspected high levels of the dopamine in romantic lovers [9]. Studies suggested that dopamine excites desire and reward paths and engender a feeling of great pleasure [10,11]. Furthermore, deluge dopamine amid couples may cause intensive attention and superb pleasure in the least facts of this relationship. Several functional magnetic resonance imaging studies exposed that the exposure to pictures of the romantic partner to lovers induced neural triggering in the right ventral tegmental area, the right caudate nucleus and the putamen, areas all enrich in dopamine [12,13]. Conversely, serotonin is causative to inhibit sexual activity and thus may contribute to optimistic mood (i.e., mental calmness) [14].

The last phase of love is attraction characterized by the maintenance of close relationship amid couples and raise children [2]. Oxytocin and vasopressin are the foremost hormones linked to attraction [15,16]. In the physiology of love, oxytocin is accountable for stress discount by impeding the discharge of corticoids. Studies suggested that pair bonding, as well as social attachments are denouements of oxytocin [17]. Insel et al. described that oxytocin, discharged with mating, may be essential to making a partner liking in the female prairie vole [18]. Instead, vasopressin is responsible for maintaining the lasting promise [17]. The study suggested that when male prairie voles were treated with vasopressin antagonists failed to display aggression to secure the female mate and did not give as much time with the original mate as with new potential mates. However, treatment by vasopressin was associated with reverse effect and became aggressive to other males and favoured to devote time with their partner than with foreigners [19-21]. Therefore, vasopressin and oxytocin exhibit an association amid physiological love-signalling and following social or protective behaviours.

Romantic love in a relationship is characterized by the aspiration to enter and/or keep a close relationship amid opposite sex. Combinations of behaviours, cognitions and emotions components are linked to this form of love for the purpose of mate doubling, attachment and intra-sexual rivalry [22]. The role of several neurochemicals (i.e., dopamine, serotonin, oxytocin and vasopressin) and neural activities arising within the brain of lovers are already stated. But alike neurochemicals are also linked with addictive drugs (i.e., amphetamines, heroin, or cocaine) [23-25]. Burkett and Young suggested a strong and logical accord amid the brain areas and the chemistry of neurochemicals intricate in addiction as well as the social attachment [26].

One can fall in romantic love at any age of life but love is usual amid teenagers. Mature and healthy loves are the prerequisite for a relationship. Sussman recommends that amid mature and immature love, only the latter (i.e., immature) may be dignified a form of addiction [27]. Erich Fromm, in "The Art of Loving," stated, immature love says: 'I love you because I need you' and mature love says: 'I need you because I love you' [28]. The first statement is based on dependency and it may associate with addiction (Figure 1). But the second one is based on uniqueness, essentialness and essentiality. Is not it?

Compromise and understanding are two important parts for love or arranged marriage. Several reports suggested that the rate of divorce is higher in love marriages with respect to arranged ones due to unfeasible fancy and astounded prospects [29]. This phenomenon is extremely higher in Western countries [30] compared to Asian. Burkett and Young claimed that generally romantic relations acknowledged from falling in love to eventual separation and following withdrawal that may be reflected as an addiction [26].
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Dopamine is fervor, lust, adultery, motivation, attention, feminism and addiction. Not only these, dopamine is also associated with a rife range of processes linked to reward learning - comprising eating, drinking, love and sex [31]. Researchers suggested that dopaminergic overlap may clarify the fact of feeling love or affable in sexual intercourse can generate the feeling of a cocaine rush [32]. Numerous neuroimaging support for an overlap amid love-addiction and drug-addiction derives from studies in which exposure of the images of romantic partners induce not only self-reported feelings of love and optimistic affect but also show substantial triggering in brain’s reward regions [33,34].

Romantic love can be literally addictive but truly not [31]. There are numerous differences amid natural reward (i.e., romantic love) and artificial reward (i.e., drugs of abuse). The natural reward is not long lasting like addictive drugs [35]. Moreover, the natural reward is controlled by feedback mechanisms that lead to a faster return to baseline, but the artificial reward is not like this phenomenon [36]. The main drive of love is to produce replica by reproduction [37]. On the other hand, addictive drugs are the hijacking mechanisms of the reward functions [38,39] that lead to destruction. As stated earlier, rejection is common for romantic lovers but drug addicts are not ever refused by their drug [31].

The capacity to form significant and lasting relationships is an imperative social aptitude. Romantic love may be considered as a natural addiction. Drugs addiction is highly associated with deleterious magnitudes, but romantic love is an affirmative addiction when the relationship is communal, non-noxious and apt.
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